
12 Tips for Using AI to Rapidly Create Power BI Reports
TIP SHEET

Leverage Microsoft Copilot’s Code Suggestions
Microsoft Copilot can assist you in writing DAX queries and Power Query M functions 
faster. Take advantage of its code suggestions to speed up your report development.

Automate Data Extraction with OpenAI
Use OpenAI’s data extraction capabilities to automate the process of pulling in data from 
various sources. This will save you the time and effort of manual data gathering.

Generate Report Summaries with ChatGPT
ChatGPT can help you quickly generate report summaries or descriptions in natural 
language. Just provide the key insights, and ChatGPT will create a concise summary for 
your report.

Create Custom Data Visualizations
Utilize AI-generated insights to identify trends and patterns in your data. Then, create 
custom data visualizations in Power BI to illustrate these insights effectively.

Streamline Data Cleaning with OpenAI
OpenAI can automate data cleaning tasks by identifying and handling missing values, 
duplicates and outliers, ensuring that your reports are based on clean, reliable data.

Natural Language Queries with ChatGPT
Ask ChatGPT natural language questions about your data, and it will provide you with SQL 
queries or DAX formulas to retrieve the desired information.

Incorporating AI tools like Microsoft Copilot, ChatGPT and OpenAI into your Power BI report 
creation process can significantly boost your efficiency and save you valuable time. Here are 
some essential tips to help you harness the power of AI for rapid Power BI report generation:
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Automate Report Formatting
Use AI-powered tools to automate the formatting of your Power BI reports, including 
consistent font styles, colors and layout designs.

Interactive Report Generation
Incorporate interactive elements in your reports, such as AI-driven chatbots or voice 
commands, to allow end-users to ask questions and receive instant insights.

Data Validation and Quality Assurance
Employ AI algorithms to validate the accuracy and quality of your data. This helps prevent 
errors and ensures the reliability of your reports.

Continuous Learning and Feedback
Continuously train your AI models with feedback from your report users. This iterative 
process will improve the AI’s ability to generate insights that align with your specific 
requirements.

Stay Updated with AI Advancements
Keep abreast of the latest advancements in AI and data analytics. As AI technologies 
evolve, new tools and features may become available to enhance your Power BI report 
creation process further.

Collaborate with AI Assistants
Collaborate with AI-powered assistants like ChatGPT throughout the report creation 
process. Share ideas, discuss data insights, and fine-tune report content for optimal 
results.

By incorporating Microsoft Copilot, ChatGPT and OpenAI into your Power BI report creation 
workflow, you can streamline your processes, reduce manual effort, and rapidly produce 
insightful reports that drive data-driven decision-making. Embracing these AI tools is the 
key to saving time while delivering high-quality reports. 

Ready to learn more? 
Contact us to start the conversation about using AI with Power BI.
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